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1) Introduction / Genesis

COFREND during 2013/2014 anticipated the need to review EN ISO 3059, last release feb.

2013 (ISO 3059 dec 2012) and worked on an internal “Guide to recommended practice of 

lighting in penetrant and magnetic particle testing”

A same kind of work was made by ‘Aerospace Defence

Security NDT Special Interest Group’ in the United 

Kingdom; it was focussed mainly to technically frame 

new UV LEDs products , very different from old MDL 

mercury discharge lamps.

This draft was adopted by Rolls-Royce under the 

specification RRES 90061 used in aeronautic area. 

COFREND goal thru the « Good Practice Guide » was to introduce to knoledge for training centers & levels

3 responsible, some informations usefull to increase POD by

- Explaining visual ergonomics benefits

- Enhancing some H&S issues

- Framing the use of new  LEDs tools (light-emitting diodes)

As 51% of the NDT certifications are PT+MT, this is of

Importance.



This Guide is therefore a pre-normalisation document used to raise discussions during the 

EN ISO  normalisation meetings CEN TC138 WG4 & WG5 , contrarily to UK draft it deals 

also with non aeronautic sectors and not only targeting UV-A fluorescent methods.

Visible methods are the took in account, dealing with « Energy sector » Oil & gaz and 

nuclear NDE.

1) Introduction / Genesis

COFREND added value is incorporating into the Guide :

• Fluorescent methods, new LEDs lighting tools, introducing new 

H&S & physiological issues

• Visible methods that uses also LEDs products with particular

spectrum

• Recommend the principles of visual ergonomics for ensuring 

the inspectors’ efficiency, comfort and safety for better POD 

based on the fact PT + MT are highly based on human factor, 

Eyes + Brain association.



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
a) Violet light

New UV-A Led products are showing an 

‘unstable’ spectrum from cold start to warm –

up : a slip of peak and a slight increase of 

FWHM; it lead to an increase of unwanted

violet that causes :

- « Blue haze »

- Decrease contrast (violet is visible

unwanted light)

- H&S risks (acc to IEC / EN 62641, risk

close to UV-A 365nm

- WHAT are physiologic humans factors
related?



Violet light generates « Blue haze » in the eye

itself (proteins fluorescence due to violet & UV-

A of vitreous humor & cristaline lens & cornea), 

in the eye are present :

- Non visual cells Circadians receptions , 

sensitive to blue light, role is to synchronize

human rhythm (day/night

- Visual cels ‘S’ cones (cones also sensitive to 

blue light) part of the RGB trichromic

photopic vision.

2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
a) Violet light : negative physiologic human factor related

The pupil constriction is driven by the 

circadians receptors AND ‘S’ cones, the 

physiological human factor induced by 

presence of violet will be

� Reduction of contrast and signal/noise 

ratio (directly lower the POD)

� Pupil constriction and darkness adaptation 

break-up.



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
a) Violet light : negative physiologic human factor related

Normalisation in process to ‘master & 

minimise’ detrimental violet direct & 

indirect effect will :

� Impose the presence of a filter

(wood’s filter or other dichroic low

pass filters),

� Declare, violet/UV-A ratio for each

lamp (type test by manufacturer),

� Set a limit on this ratio on the 

complete range 380/420 nm or peak

to peak 380/365 nm.

� Give a guidance to choose

convenient clear glasses with UV-A 

AND violet blocker.



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
b) Blue light : negative physiologic human factor related

During inspection, black light and white light are 

alternating used, respectively to see the fluorescent 

indication and evaluate the defect.

White torches/lamps are more & more LEDs based…..with

a huge amount of blue photons in the white spectrum.

White LEDs are primary blue , topped with

fluorescent yelow coating.

Spectrum of a "white" LED showing blue light 

directly emitted by the GaN LED and the others 

colors light emitted by the Ce:YAG phosphor.

- WHAT are 

physiologic humans

factors related?



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
b) Blue light : negative physiologic human factor related

Again, due to presence of high amount of blue, glare & pupil constriction will occur.

Normative response will be:

� Give a guidance for white light use, acc, to  AFNOR 

NFX 35-103, for additional white light , color temperature &

intensity should be respectively less than 3000K (warm light) 

and 300lx.

� State FPI line organisation in EN ISO 3452-4, avoid

errors in engeenering like a sun-tunel in beetween washing

station and Inspection booth (all day long eye + pupil of 

inspectors are blinking leading in tiredness & POD decrease)



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
b) Blue light : negative physiologic human factor related

Normative response will be:

� Teach in training centers why bluish paper under UV are 

detrimental (like all other bluish sources : bright screens ect..)

� Folow visual ergonomics advices acc to NF X35-103 : 2013 for 

transitions from dark to bright places –and reverse- progressive 

transition with a luminance ratio less than 1 to 5

Note that it perfectly match autorised visible ambiant light from washing

stations (100lx) to inspection booth (20lx)

Note that eyes dark adaptation take 

5 mins for cones (photopic RGB 

vision) and 25mn for rods (scotopic 

vision) with less effective adaptation 

for the olders inspectors that must 

be more preserved from glare.



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
b) Blue light : positive physiologic human factor related

As explained in slide5 circadians receptors sensitive to blue, are 

partially responsible of pupil constriction but their main role is to 

regulate circadian rythm, that mean they’re drivng the awakeness-

sleep cycle,

When not exited by blue light, they’re responsible for starting the 

sleep cycle (melatonin production begin) and reversely when exited

they WAKE UP the inspector and keep the attentention and the focus 

active.

This is well known and called « luminotherapy »,

� Too long working periods in darkened zones (inspection, washing) 

are detrimental for the POD

� Pauses – breaks- are mandatory and must be taken in high-lighted

zones (outside for example) with large amount of natural or 

artificial bluish light (cold light)

� NDT report can be written in a specific area with bright screens or 

ambiant high intensity rooms.



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
c) Beams , which shape?

Eyes spacial sensibility is of importance, NDT uses the fovea & 

macula central zones for inspecting in détail small parts & 

indications, but on large parts detection of indications came from

the pericentral vision : ergorama.

For large parts, using beams with ‘soft edges’ can speed up 

detection and increase comfort,

On the contrary, for small parts or localised NDT, hard edges can be

usefull to the inspector by focussing its view on the areas to be

tested,



2) Eye in darkness / fluorescent techniques
c) Beams , which shape? Normalisation

Normative response will be:

� Graph a longitudinal and transversal energy mapping of 

UV-A beam for each lamp model (Type Test by the 

manufacturer).

� Say some words about homogeneity and beam fade

White light distribution, 

homogeneity quantity and 

quality is also a concern for 

color contrast methods, next

topic, next slides.



3) Eye in daylight / color contrast techniques
a) Beams , which distribution, quality & quantity?

Basic principles of visual ergonomics

It is important to ensure that the viewing conditions are the best possible to achieve the best possible 

results. Visual examination may last longer and be reliably performed if the operator is comfortably 

installed.

In addition to the quantitative requirements, the following qualitative issues, including illuminance 

and glare, shall be considered.

Parameters are at least (acc to NFX 35-103 & EN 12464-1) :

� Uniformity : when operating with near vision in the working area, the illuminance uniformity 

factor shall be equal to or greater than 0.7. (Ratio between the minimum illuminance and the 

average illuminance).

� Immediate Surrounding areas: the illuminance ratio to be met between the task area itself and its 

close surroundings shall be 1 to 2. not more.

� During inspection, when the operator is going from one area to another one, the illumination ratio 

to meet shall be 1 to 5. not more

In accordance with the EN 12464-1 standard, the step from one level to another adjacent level is a 

change considered as significant.

Scaling (lux): 300 – 500 - 750 – 1000 - 1500 - 2000 – 3000 - 5000.

� Avoid glare, reflexions

� Quantity and quality of light (color temperature, rendering color index).



3) Eye in daylight / color contrast techniques
a) Beams , which distribution, quality & quantity?

Left photograph:

•Low-luminance overhead lighting, the 

environment of the inspector is difficult 

to determine,

•Low reflectivity of walls and ceiling, and 

natural light entering through a blinding 

bay giving GLARE

•No additional horizontal lighting.

This example summarizes the adverse lighting circumstances likely to be encountered in a 

workshop, and the possible improvements:

Right photograph:

•“switch-on” additional horizontal lightings,

•Use of extra lighting in the inspection area (as shown schematically), for an 

overall vision of the part with limited shadows (good distribution of luminances) 

and its immediate environment,

•Use of point sources to perform the inspection.



3) Eye in daylight / color contrast techniques
a) Beams , which distribution, quality & quantity?

The values of average 

illumination to be maintained 

proposed by the EN ISO 3059 

‘viewing conditions must be 

corrected by taking into 

account following three 

conditions:

A. Age of the inspector is of

Importance acc. NFx35-103.

B. Visual task : fine fatigue 

cracks or large porosities will

NOT require same light 

intensity for an efficient 

detection,

C risky situation : not 

applicable,thheorically always

YES but already talen in 

account initially.



3) Eye in daylight / color contrast techniques
a) Beams , which distribution, quality & quantity?

Red dye penetrant materials are red for a certain 

reason:  they absorb the green wavelenght that are 

the most seen by the eye in the photopic relative 

sensitivity curve peaking @ 555nm. Penetrant also

absorb blue but nearly no absorption in the red

region.

That mean to maximise the indications contrast, red

dyed penetrant has to be ‘fed’ with a light that

contains what it can absorb the best.

This is the color temperature parameter.



3) Eye in daylight / color contrast techniques

a) Beams , which distribution, quality & quantity?

Normative response is (will be):

- Quality of light : EN ISO 3059 : state

a minimal color temperature and

recommand neutral (intermediate) or cold light acc. NFX 35-103 and EN 12464-1

- Quantity of light : EN ISO 3059 : recommand explicitely more than the minimum – (500lx) 

for specific task (tiny indication, old experimented inspectors)

- Distribution : explain advantages of homogeneity of light in the working area, necessity

of well lighted immediate surroundings area and background areas, when possible; 

technical report « good practice ».

IN SITU : Stop using old tungsten bulb powered with

batery, delivering non homogeneous, warm white with

constanstly decreasing color temperature (batery

discharge)

USE LED white sources, always with intermediate or 

cold color temperaure, stable color temperature even

when batery is low, preferably with a dimming system 

and a variable focus that brings visual comfort & 

situation adaptation. �



4) Conclusion

Alain Moretti Aout. 2016
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This COFREND thinking lead nowadays to

- A Technical Report Working Item to be released beginning 2017 “Non-

destructive testing — Lighting in penetrant and magnetic particle 

testing, good practice » CEN organisation.

- Rewiew of EN ISO 3059

- Review of EN ISO 3452-4 (equipment in situ & fixed installations)

- Working Group in action to implement training courses table of contain, 

introducing all majors physiologic human factors for PT & MT in order to 

vulgarise and explain for levels 1 to levels 3 peoples.

Thank you.


